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Abstract
The at-rest coefficient of lateral pressure, K0, is a critical macroscopic parameter for evaluating stress transmission in

granular media for engineering practice. This paper revisits the microscopic origin of K0 and its corresponding underlying
physics based on micromechanics-based theories and numerical simulations, with a focus placed on the effect of particle

shape. Two typical kinds of distortion (elongation and blockiness) in particle shape are considered, modeled by ellipsoids

and superballs in the discrete element method. One-dimensional compression tests are performed on numerical specimens
with dense and loose initial states for different particle shapes. An analytical relationship between K0 and anisotropy of

fabric measures (i.e., contact normal, contact force, and shape-related anisotropy) is established within the stress-force-

fabric framework. It is found that the analytical K0 is consistent with the measured one directly from the simulation
regardless of particle shape, verifying a well-established relationship between K0 and fabric. It is further found that contact

force partition of K0 plays the most prominent role in K0 compared to contact normal and shape-related partitions. Results

also reveal the different influence of shape distortion on K0 and the corresponding mechanical properties related to K0, such
as void ratio, mobilized friction angle, and coordination number. More specifically, K0 has a ‘W’-shape relationship with

elongation for dense ellipsoids and an ‘M’-shape relationship with blockiness for superballs.
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1 Introduction

The at-rest coefficient of lateral earth pressure, K0,

(" rh=rv, where rh and rv are the horizontal and vertical

stress, respectively) is a critical macroscopic parameter of
granular soils in both theoretical and practical applications,

e.g., soil slope design in geotechnical engineering [24]. It

remains a challenge to estimate K0 with a mathematically
elegant formula due to complicated behavior of granular

media. In practice, the Jaky’s equation [12] has long been

commonly employed to predict the K0 value, given by

K0 " 1# sin$U% $1%

where U denotes the internal friction angle of granular
media. Jaky’s equation provides a concise manner to reveal

the physical meaning of K0 by linking it to the internal

friction angle.
Simple as it may appear, it is well known that K0 is

influenced by a number of typical factors including void

ratio [3, 9, 17, 23], friction angle [12, 28], stress state [25],
consolidation state [6, 7, 40, 42], specimen preparation

method [8, 26], and particle shape [9, 14, 32, 41]. Particle

shape is regarded as one of the most fundamental factors
affecting both structure and stress transmission within a

granular material. For example, Lirer et al. [16] showed

that angular particles with lower breakage stress possess a
consistent K0 value with experimental tests, in good

agreement with the Jaky’s equation for loose specimens,

whereas the relationship between K0 and vertical stress is
closer to the over-consolidated one for dense specimens

with round particles. Lirer et al. [16] presented a further

comprehensive experimental study on the effects of
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particle shape and particle breakage on the evolution of K0

in oedometer tests with the focus on particle roundness.
Nevertheless, the role of particle shape in K0 remains

unclear due to complex shapes within realistic granular

assemblies, e.g., sands. Lee et al. [14] investigated the
relationship between K0 and critical and peak friction

angles for different particle shapes, including natural sands,

glass beads, and etched glass beads in oedometer tests. It is
found that K0 is significantly related to the critical friction

angle for glass beads, but not for angular particles (natural
sands) due to the inter-locking effect of angularity. Apart

from particle shape, the effect of particle size on K0 has

also been investigated in the literature. For example,
researchers found that a specimen with a higher maximum

grain size has a lower K0 value [42].

The aforementioned studies mainly focused on the effect
of particle shape on K0 in experiments. They turned to

demonstrate the relation between K0 and different soil

types or particle shape through sophisticated experimental
investigations. Indeed, conventional experiments succeed

in involving quite a good range of real particles, where K0

can be, however, interpreted merely from a macroscopic
perspective, implying that the roles of microscopic factors

(predominantly particle shape) cannot be identified for a

better understanding of the underlying physics toward the
origin of K0. Notably, with the prevailing use of

micromechanics-based numerical tools, especially the dis-

crete element method (DEM), in the microscopic investi-
gation of granular materials, it enables to link up and verify

the relationship between K0 and the corresponding fabric

by combining numerical and experimental analyses. As
reported by [10], the microscopic parameters on fabric

(e.g., particle arrangement) should be taken into consider-

ation for exploring the relationship between K0 and particle
shape, in addition to the macroscopic parameter (e.g.,

internal friction). Further, Guo and Stolle [10] proposed an

equation between K0 and branch vector (a fabric parameter
defined as a vector connecting centroids of two particles)

and verified its accuracy by a series of experiments. Their

results emphasized the distinct effect of branch vector on
K0 and indicated that particle shape can influence K0 by

changing not only internal friction but branch vector and

hence the fabric structure. It can be seen that experiment
tests assisted by numerical analysis can disclose more

information on the origin of K0, which emphasizes the

importance of numerical tools.
With DEM, the investigation on the relationship

between K0 and fabric parameters has been carried on from

a new perspective. For example, Lopera Perez et al. [17]
found a linear relationship between K0 and normal contact

force anisotropy quantitatively by carrying out one-di-

mensional DEM compression, where K0 increases as nor-
mal contact force anisotropy decreases regardless of stress

and strain levels. Furthermore, Gu et al. [7] explored the

combined influence of contact normal and contact force
anisotropy factors on K0 with spherical particles in DEM,

showing that K0 is a stronger function of contact force

anisotropy than contact normal anisotropy. These previous
numerical studies explored the relationship between K0 and

different anisotropy parameters but were limited to using

spherical particles. Therefore, it would be of interest to use
non-spherical particles in DEM simulations for exploring a

more general K0-fabric anisotropy relationship with con-
sidering particle shape effect. Indeed, de Bono and

McDowell [5] conducted a series of DEM simulations with

two-ball clumped particles and obtained a positive relation
between K0 and vertical stress, which differs from the

previous conclusion [7, 26]. Hence, it remains an open

issue to understand the role of particle shape comprehen-
sively in K0. There have been few reports on the micro-

scopic investigation of K0 using non-spherical particles in

DEM due to the complexity in contact handling caused by
the irregularity in shape.

This work revisits the microscopic origin of K0 with a

focus on particle shape. The open-source discrete element
code, SudoDEM, is employed to efficiently model non-

spherical particles. On modeling non-spherical particles,

we herein emphasize two featured distortion of particle
shape, i.e., ellipsoids and superballs. These two typical

shapes are expected to capture main features of particle

shapes in nature, i.e., elongation and asphericity [38]. We
explore the relationship between K0 and macroscopic

properties of non-spherical assemblies at the macroscopic

scale. A connection is further established between K0 and
microscopic anisotropy factors, such as contact normal and

contact force anisotropy.

2 Methodology

2.1 Brief introduction to SudoDEM

SudoDEM is an open-source discrete element method code
developed by the authors [36, 37], especially for modeling

of non-spherical particles, which is hosted at https://sudo

dem.github.io. Interested readers are referred to the litera-
ture (e.g., [34–36]) for more details on the theory and

background of SudoDEM. In this work, non-spherical

particles are modeled as two particular super-ellipsoidal
particles (ellipsoids and superballs), and a linear-spring

contact model in conjunction with the Coulomb friction

condition is employed as in the literature [39].
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2.2 Super-ellipsoidal particle shape

Super-ellipsoidal particles are widely employed to

model complex particle shape [4, 29, 37]. Their corre-

sponding surface function [1] can be defined in a local
Cartesian coordinate with five parameters as

x
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where rx, ry, and rz are the semi-major axis lengths along x-

, y-, and z- directions, respectively; n1 and n2 are param-

eters controlling surface blockiness, respectively. For the
sake of presentation, two shape descriptors g and n are

introduced for aspect ratio and blockiness of the particle,

respectively, such that rz " grx " gry and n " n1 " n2.
Aspect ratio and blockiness reflect the change of branch

vector and angularity of particles. As two major shape

distortions of super-ellipsoidal particles, ellipsoids have a
blockiness of 1.0 with varying aspect ratios, while super-

balls have an aspect ratio of 1.0 with varying blockiness

(Fig. 1a). Although the sphericity (U) of selected particle
shapes has been given, we focus on the two shape

descriptors (g and n) such that the particle shape distortion
can be well quantified, helping clarify the microscopic

origin of K0.

2.3 Simulation setup

A series of numerical specimens composed of 5000 super-
ellipsoidal particles was prepared in the absence of gravity

in a cubic container with dimensions of about 1.2 cm ' 1.2

cm ' 1.2 cm. The particle size distribution is similar to that
of Ottawa 20/30 sand (Fig. 1b), in which particle size is the

diameter of a sphere with the same volume as the given

particle. The values of simulation parameters were selected

as follows: particle density (q) is 2 650' 106 kg/m3 (note

that a density scaling scheme was adopted to achieve a
larger time step as commonly done in the literature, e.g.,

[39]); friction coefficient between particles (l) is 0.5;

damping ratio (a) is 0.3; walls (boundaries) and particles
have identical normal (Kn) and tangential (Ks) stiffness,

i.e., 1' 105 N/m and 7' 104 N/m for Kn and Ks,
respectively. Initial void ratios of loose and dense speci-

mens were set to 0.750 and 0.664, respectively. The initial

mean stress p0 was set to 10 kPa at the first stage of iso-
tropic compression (i.e., the so-called consolidation in

geomechanics). During the isotropic consolidation, differ-

ent friction coefficients were selected to yield loose and
dense specimens [30, 31]. Then, one-dimensional K0

compression was performed on the consolidated specimens

to obtain the value of K0, where the top and bottom walls
moved toward with a suitable constant velocity, while the

other sidewalls were maintained stationary. The velocity of
moving walls was sufficiently small to ensure a quasi-static

loading on the specimen with the dimensionless inertial

number (I) given by Eq. (3) below a small value (e.g., 10#3

in the literature [20, 36]).

I " _!1
!d""""""""""
r0=q

p $3%

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of specimen with a particle shapes

varying with shape descriptors n and g (U " p
1
3$6V%

2
3=S for sphericity,

V and S for volume and surface area, respectively); b particle size
distribution employed in simulation (Ottawa 20/30); c an exemplified
specimen with ellipsoids (walls are omitted)
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where _!1 " d!1=dt is the loading strain rate; !d is the

average of particle diameter; r0 is the confining stress and
q is the material density.

2.4 Stress and anisotropy tensors

The homogenized stress within a granular material can be
quantified by the well-established Love formula [2], i.e.,

rij "
1

V

X

c2V
f ci d

c
j $4%

where rij is the stress tensor; V is volume of the granular
material; f ci is the i components (i " 1; 2; 3) of contact

force vector for contact c, and dcj is the j components

(j " 1; 2; 3) of branch vector connecting the centroids of

two particles for contact c.
For quasi-static loading, K0 can be associated with the

stress of granular media by

K0 "
p# q

3

p& 2
3 q

" 1#
q
p

1& 2
3
q
p

$5%

where p and q are the mean and deviatoric stresses,
respectively, which can be given by

p " rkk
3

$6a%

q "
"""""""""""""
3

2
r0ijr

0
ji

r
$6b%

The analytical relation between stress ratio (q/p) and

contact anisotropy, i.e., the stress-force-fabric relationship,

has been proposed and verified against simulation data in
the previous literature, e.g., for non-spherical particles

[19, 38]. Accordingly, it is expected to establish a close

form between analytical K0 and contact anisotropy with the
bridge (Eq. (5)) joining K0 and stress ratio together for non-

spherical assemblies. The key derivation is summarized as

follows, while the detailed formulas are given in the
appendix.

From a perspective of the statistical mechanics of

granular materials, the internal stress of granular material
can be written in an integration form of contact normal,

contact force, and branch vector, given by [19]

rij "
Nc

V

Z

n
E$n%!fi$n% !dj$n% dn $7%

where rij is the stress tensor; Nc is the total contact number;
V is the volume of granular material; n denotes the contact

normal vector; E$n% is the probability distribution function

(PDF) of contact normal within the granular assembly;
!fi$n% is the PDF of contact force; !dj$n% is the PDF of branch

vector. The dyadic product between contact force and
branch vector yields tensors involving production between

their components that can be represented by anisotropy

tensors in terms of Fourier’s expansion, such as contact

normal tensor Ge
ij, contact force tensor Gf

ij and branch

vector tensor Gd
ij (see the appendix). Note that both contact

force and branch vector tensors have normal and tangential

components (i.e., normal contact force tensor Gfn
ij , tangen-

tial contact force tensor Gft
ij, normal branch tensor Gdn

ij , and

tangential branch tensor Gdt
ij ). The appendix gives more

details on anisotropy tensors.

Taking into account the anisotropy tensors introduced
above, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

rij "
Nc

!f0 !d0
4pV

Z

n
$1& Ge

ijninj%

' $ni & Gft
iknk & $Gfn

kl # Gft
kl%nknlni%

' $nj & Gdt
jknk & $Gdn

kl # Gdt
kl%nknlnj% dn

$8%

where !f0 and !d0 are the average normal contact force and
the average normal branch vector within the granular

assembly, respectively.

Combining Eqs. (5), (6) and (8), K0 is finally decom-
posed as:

K0 "1& Ke
0 & Kfn

0 & Kft
0 & Kef

0

z#################}|#################{
contact normal and force partitions

& Kdn
0 & Kdt

0 & Ked
0 & Kfd

0|##################{z##################}
shape-related partition

$9%

where Ke
0 denotes the K0 partition of contact normal; Kfn

0

and Kft
0 are the K0 partitions of normal and tangential

contact force, respectively; Kef
0 denotes the combined K0

partition of contact normal and contact force; Kdn
0 and Kdt

0

are the K0 partitions of normal and tangential branch

vector, respectively; Kfd
0 is combined K0 partition of nor-

mal contact force and branch vector, while Ked
0 is that of

normal contact force and branch vector. The last four
partitions are regarded as shape-related partition. Note that

third-order above tensors are neglected in Eq. (9).
To sum up, K0 can be quantified by contact normal

partition, contact force partition, and shape-related parti-

tion. The partitions of K0 in Eq. (9) are similar to that of Gu
et al. [7], but a critical difference is that Gu et al. [7] only

considered three partitions, i.e., partitions of contact nor-

mal, normal contact force and tangential contact force for
spherical particles. By contrast, the proposed analytical

formula of K0 has an additional shape-related partition,

which can shed light on the role of particle shape in K0. It
will be verified by DEM results for both ellipsoids and

superballs in the following sections.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Evolution of K0

The evolution of K0 with vertical stress (rzz) of ellipsoids
and superballs is presented in Fig. 2 for both dense and

loose specimens. The loading processes end at rzz " 4300
kPa to prevent excessively particle penetration (e.g., 5% of

particle radius). It can be seen that K0 shows a sharp

decrease with the increasing vertical stress first, and then
K0 is expected to approach a stable value with continuous

loading. A similar feature was observed in the literature

[7, 26]. Note that the final loading stress is selected based
on the following consideration. As can be seen, the spheres

may reach a stable K0 at about rzz " 1300 kPa similar to

that of Lopera Perez et al. [17], but non-spherical particles
may need a much higher stress state (even MPa order of

magnitude) to reach a stable K0, especially in experimental
tests [16, 42].

Notably, it is observed that different shape descriptors

lead to a variety of stable values of K0. Figure 3a, b shows
the relationship between stable K0 and shape descriptors

for dense and loose specimens. The variation of stable K0

with g for dense ellipsoids produces a ‘W’-shape curve; K0

of ellipsoids has the peak value at g " 0:4 and a valley one

at g " 1:5. It appears an approximate ‘M’-shape (or

inverted ‘V’-shape) relationship between stable K0 and
blockiness for dense superballs. The maximum and mini-

mum of stable K0 appear at n " 1:2; 1:6, respectively. It
indicates that particle shape can introduce a complicated

effect on stable K0 for dense specimens, which might

partially associated with the fabric anisotropy within the
specimens. For instance, Zhao et al. [37] reported the

variation of random packing density for super-ellipsoidal

particles, where the evolution of packing density against
the aspect ratio shows an ‘M’-shape, while the relationship

between packing density and blockiness presents a ‘V’-

shape. Results of Zhao et al. [37] offer an insight to and
help explain the variation of K0 against the shape

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2 K0 of specimen as a function of vertical stress for a dense ellipsoids; b loose ellipsoids; c dense superballs; d loose superballs
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descriptors for ellipsoids and superballs. That is, K0 of the
ellipsoids and the superballs are negatively related to their

packing density. ‘M’-shape curve of packing density cor-

responds to the ‘W’-shape curve of K0 for ellipsoids. In
comparison, the shallow ‘M’-shape (inverted ‘V’-shape)

K0 curve of superballs matches the ‘V’-shape curve of

packing density. In essence, the packing density of random
packing can reflect the resistance of one specimen against

the external load. The density of specimens under random
packing can be regarded as a characteristic of gravity-in-

duced anisotropy. That is, lower density indicates that

gravity has less impact on the evolution of fabric aniso-
tropy. Similarly, for K0 compression, the vertical external

load may be more challenging to play a role in evolving the

vertical-dominating anisotropy for specimens with lower
packing density. As a result, the force transmission in the

vertical direction may be inefficient (higher K0) due to the

indistinct fabric anisotropy. For example, spheres with a
minimal packing density as noted by [37] match up with

relatively higher K0 than the other particles (Fig. 3).

However, the particle shape effect on stable K0 follows a
different manner for loose specimens. Figure 3b reveals

that K0 and shape descriptors feature a deeper ‘W’-shape

and inverted ‘V’-shape relationship for loose ellipsoids and
loose superballs. In particular, K0 decreases linearly when

n increases from unity for loose specimens, indicating a

more monotonous variation of K0 for octahedron superballs
compared to cubic superballs. That being said, the sphere

holds the maximum K0 among both ellipsoids and super-

balls. Meanwhile, it can be visually noticed that shape
descriptors holding the minimum K0 in Fig. 3b is almost

coincident with that in Fig. 3a. Therefore, it can be con-

cluded that the increase in the initial void ratio partially
leads to an increase in the stable K0 of the sphere,

obviously than the other particles. To sum up, the variation
of the stable K0 against the shape descriptors for whatever

dense specimens or loose specimens can be attributed to

the similar packing-density-related mechanism as inspired
by Zhao et al. [37].

Apart from the stable K0, Fig. 3 also presents the initial

value of K0 at rzz " 50 kPa for a better understanding of
the evolution of K0. With vertical stress increasing, strong

‘M’-shape of K0 versus shape descriptors for dense speci-
mens transforms to shallow ‘W’-shape, and shallow ‘M’-

shape (or inverted ‘V’-shape) for ellipsoids and superballs,

respectively; simultaneously, deep ‘W’-shape and deep
triangle shape for loose specimens become weak ‘W’-

shape and soft triangle shape for ellipsoids and superballs,

respectively. It illustrates that increasing vertical stress can
change both shape and trend of the curve of the relationship

between K0 and shape descriptors, especially for dense

specimens. The results emphasize the contribution of the
initial void ratio to the evolution of K0. In other words, the

lower void ratio may cause an inverse variation of K0

against the shape descriptors compared to the higher void
ratio at a lower stress state. One possible reason can be

explained as follows: a dense fabric structure may provide

a substantial restriction to particle rearrangement, resulting
in indistinct induced fabric anisotropy for most of the non-

spherical particles. With the dramatic rearrangement of

particle orientation or contact normal due to the shape
distortion, the induced anisotropic fabric structure may fail

to develop. As a result, it would be difficult for most dis-

torted particles to transient their states from initial isotropic
to anisotropic except for the cases with highly distorted or

spherical particles. From the perspective of stability, highly

distorted particles can be significantly unstable after the
isotropic consolidation due to remarkable elongation or

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 K0 versus shape descriptors for a dense specimens; b loose specimens at rzz " 50 kPa and 4300 kPa
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angularity, promoting the induced anisotropy. Likewise,

the fabric of the spheres can also change easily due to the
absence of elongation and angularity during the initial

loading stage. Accordingly, highly distorted or spherical

particles can possess a more distinct anisotropy than the
other particles (lower K0). That is why it shows an ‘M’-

shape curve for the relationship between K0 and shape

descriptors at lower stress. K0, regarded as the macro-be-
havior of fabric anisotropy, is more susceptible to the

increase in vertical stress at a lower initial void.
Nevertheless, there is a special case that K0 of loose

superball (n " 0:6) keeps nearly unchanged during the

loading process. It may be attributed to the cubic-like shape
of n " 0:6, because the surface-surface contact may dom-

inate the contact network of granular material. The more

surface-surface contacts there are, the more stable the
granular material is. Even though vertical stress increases

continuously, the stress transmission of loose superball

(n " 0:6) can keep unchanged during the entire loading.

3.2 Particle shape effect on mobilized friction
angle and void ratio

The Jaky’s equation predicts K0 using the internal friction

angle from a macroscopic perspective. Nevertheless, it is
an open issue to select appropriate internal friction

employed in the Jaky’s equation. Indeed, as pointed by Lee

et al. [14], it is challenging to set up a unique relationship
between K0 and certain friction angle, such as peak friction

angle (Up), critical friction angle (Uc), sliding friction

angle (Us), and inter-locking friction angle (Ug). Accord-

ingly, Lee et al. [14] proposed a relationship between

mobilized friction angle (Umob) and K0 directly given as

K0 "
ryy
rzz

" 1# sinUmob

1& sinUmob
$10a%

Umob " arcsin
rzz # ryy
rzz & ryy

$10b%

Eq. (10) is expected to help clarify the role of particle

shape in K0 concerning friction angle. As noted by

Sadrekarimi et al. [22], particle surface roughness, particle
climbing, and particle arrangement can contribute to the

mobilized friction angle, which is given as

Umob " Us & Ug $11%

where Us denotes the sliding friction angle (note that we
take Us " arctan$0:5% for all the specimens known as

friction coefficient in the material properties for particles

(Sect. 2.3)); Ug denotes the inter-locking friction angle

which implies the particles climbing and arrangement. As

the particle surface roughness herein is constant of 0.5, it is

necessary to give a more direct comparison between the

actual mobilized friction angle and the intrinsic state

variable (l " 0:5). Because the particle shape adopted here

is non-spherical, which means that particle rearrangement
or particle climbing is inevitable.

Based on Eq. (11), a normalized mobilized friction angle

Umob; norm $" Umob=Us) is introduced to reflect relative

magnitude between mobilized friction angle (Umob) and
sliding friction angle (Us). Relationship between Umob; norm

and shape descriptors is shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed

a significant uptrend of all the curves of Umob; norm versus

shape descriptors as vertical stress increases. Meanwhile,

variation of Umob; norm against shape descriptors is contrary

to that of K0 (Fig. 3). For example, there are transforma-

tions from initial strong ‘W’-shape to shallow ‘M’- and
shallow ‘W’-shape for dense ellipsoids and dense super-

balls. It is due to the negative relationship between

Umob; norm and K0 as pointed out by Eq. (10a). Moreover,

Fig. 4 illustrates that Umob; norm of almost all the dense

specimens are larger than unity at the end of loading. The

result reflects that the mobilized friction angle exceeds the
sliding friction angle. In other words, we can say the inter-

locking effect appears for dense specimens herein based on

Eq. (11). By contrast, Umob; norm [Us is observed only for a

fraction of loose specimens, especially for those highly
distorted loose specimens. The reason may be due to the

combined influence of particle regularity and initial void

ratio. First of all, the spheres hold an inappreciable inter-
locking effect compared to highly distorted shape at a fixed

initial void ratio. Besides, as mentioned in Sect. 3.1,

granular assembly with a lower initial void ratio is prone to
exhibit more intensive interaction between particles than

loose specimens. Therefore, loose specimens (especially

loose spheres) possess lower inter-locking effects when
initial void ratios increase.

Similar to Umob; norm, Umob; c is introduced as the pro-

portion of fully mobilized contacts (whose ft=fn " tanUs,

where ft and fn denote tangential and normal contact force)
from a microscopic view. As shown in Fig. 4 (red lines),

Umob; c increases weakly as vertical stress increases but can

be significantly influenced by particle shape. More

specifically, the relationship between Umob; c and shape

descriptors produces ‘V’-shape and horizontal line shape

for ellipsoids and superballs, respectively. With shape
descriptors deviating from unity, Umob; c of ellipsoids

increases distinctly, but Umob; c of superballs remains con-

stant. It signifies that Umob; c is more sensitive to aspect

ratio than blockiness. Note that Fig. 4 also presents that the
trend of Umob; c is not consistent with Umob; norm, especially

for dense specimens. As noted in Sect. 3.1, the nonlinear
relationship between K0 and shape descriptors results from

the restricted particle rearrangement. Likewise, it can be

the same reason for the varying relationship between
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Umob; c and Umob. Namely, shape distortion contributes to

the different trend of Umob; c, i.e., obvious and non-obvious

‘V’-shape of the Umob; c for ellipsoids and superballs,

respectively. Then, the actual trend of the mobilized fric-

tion angle depends on whether the restricted particle rear-

rangement exists. Higher void ratio (without restriction)
brings on the consistent trend between Umob; c and Umob

while lower void ratio (with restriction) contributes to the

non-consistent trend.

The initial void ratio can be regarded as an essential
factor influencing K0. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the

void ratio against the logarithm of vertical stress for dense

and loose specimens, respectively. It can be found that the
void ratio of dense samples decreases slowly first, but

gradually decreases more sharply with continuous loading.

Such a feature is consistent with the previous report [18].
Particularly, Fig. 5a, c reveal that curves of void ratio and

vertical stress move upward when the shape descriptors are

close to unity. The difference is that curves of dense
ellipsoids are almost overlapped, while curves of dense

superballs separate from each other. Given fixed vertical

stress, the gap of void ratio for dense superballs is signif-
icant, suggesting that the void ratio variation is more

affected by blockiness than aspect ratio.

Different from dense specimens, curves of void ratio and
vertical stress for loose samples present a sharp decline at

initial loading (Fig. 5b, d). It can be explained with an

unstable fabric state within loose specimens. Upon the
completion of isotropic consolidation, a metastable state

can appear due to a higher initial void ratio. As a conse-

quence, the fabric structure of loose specimens may
become too fragile to bear the increasing vertical stress and

leads to the sharp decline of the void ratio (or so-called

swept-out effect [33]). Notably, it is found that loose

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 Curves of Umob; norm, Umob; c and shape descriptors for a dense ellipsoids; b loose ellipsoids; c dense superballs; d loose superballs
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ellipsoids (g " 0:6; 1:5) and loose superballs (n " 0:6; 1:6)
are expected to experience the most significant drop in void
ratio. Thus, higher Umob; norm may cause a more dramatic

swept-out effect of void ratio for loose specimens. Mean-

while, this result also implies what works on K0 in the

different loading stages. As the vertical stress increases, the
specimens may go through two phases: one for the dra-

matic particle rearrangement, the other for the formation of

the force anisotropy. Phase one shows the transition
between the isotropic state and the anisotropic state. This

phase is accompanied by significant reconfiguration of

particle position or orientation but the slight variation of
the void ratio variation. The reason can be that the particle

reconfiguration is more likely to be isotropic but not ani-

sotropic. On the contrary, phase two demonstrates the
significantly evolved force anisotropy, which can promote

the force transmission in the vertical direction and results

in a more sharp decline of the void ratio. Overall, the clear
downtrend of K0 is relevant to the fabric state transition in

phase one, while the sharp decline of the void ratio is

closely associated with the dramatically induced force
anisotropy in phase two.

3.3 Evolution of coordination number

The coordination number (CN) is defined as the number of

particles in contact with a given particle. The literature has
reported a strong correlation between CN and K0 [7].

Higher CN can help the specimen resist the axial load

effectively and result in a smaller K0. Therefore, we con-
duct further examination on the shape effect on the rela-

tionship between K0 and CN (note that mean coordination

number overall particles is considered, denoted by MCN).
We first investigate the evolution of MCN against the

void ratio (e), aiming to reveal granular fabric develop-

ment. Figure 6 shows that MCN increases as the void ratio
decreases and is expected to reach a relative stable value,

especially for spheres. Notably, the MCN can have a more

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5 Variation of void ratio against vertical stress for a dense ellipsoids; b loose ellipsoids; c dense superballs; d loose superballs
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significant uptrend at the lower vertical stress for nearly all

the specimens, which corresponds to the sharp decrease in
the K0. To some extent, the decreasing K0 at the initial

loading stage can be related more closely to the dramatic

rearrangement particle position or orientation. As for the
final loading stage, the increasing tendency of both MCN
and K0 of most particles can diminish. We call this non-

obvious uptrend a quasi-critical state, resulting from the
fully developed force anisotropy due to higher stress level.

The result reflects that MCN for spheres has reached the

quasi-critical state, but MCN of the highly distorted parti-
cles still increases monotonically even though the void

ratio reaches small enough. It suggests that part of irregular

particles can go through a more dramatic fabric structure
reconfiguration even at a higher stress level. Thus, it

accounts for that K0 of non-spherical particles may con-

verge at higher vertical stress (Sect. 3.1). In other words,
the converge of K0 is closely correlated with the developed

force anisotropy. Moreover, it is also observed that with
shape descriptors deviating from unity, MCN-e curves

move upward and downward for ellipsoids and superballs,

respectively, implying that the aspect ratio and blockiness
exert a contrary effect on the relationship between MCN
and e. Elongation of particle shape leads to a higher MCN
of prolate/oblate ellipsoids than sphere, while higher
angularity of superballs produces lower MCN. Zhao et al.

[37] reported an ‘M’-shape relationship between MCN and

g for super-ellipsoidal particle assemblies generated by
random packing. In particular, Zhao et al. [37] pointed out

that the sphere holds a minimum of MCN among ellipsoids

and superballs. However, such a feature may disappear
during the evolution of MCN under K0 condition. One

highlighted reason is associated with the different levels of

stress within the assemblies due to the loading process.
With the increase in vertical stress, the granular assembly

may undergo a profound change of particle rearrangement.

Point-to-point contacts can dominate the entire granular
assembly for superballs. Potent contact force as a result of

a point-to-point contact type may help to bear the external
load. This explains why a granular assembly composed of

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6 Relationship between MCN and e for a dense ellipsoids; b loose ellipsoids; c dense superballs; d loose superballs
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superballs does not need higher contact density (i.e.,

MCN). As for ellipsoids with significant distortion
(g " 0:4; 2:0), it is more likely to reconfigure particle ori-

entation, resulting in relatively fragile fabric. As a conse-

quence, ellipsoids need more contacts to resist increasing
vertical stress. That is whyMCN of ellipsoids is higher than

superballs.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between MCN and K0.
During the compression, K0 is expected to decrease as

MCN increases, which is consistent with the result of Gu
et al. [7]. Note that even though increasing vertical stress

leads to increased lateral and vertical stress, the vertical

stress can grow faster than the lateral one. That is, higher
MCN corresponds to the lower K0. Nevertheless, the

relationship between MCN and K0 varies with particle

shapes, especially for highly distorted particles. Hence, the
curves in Fig. 7 are divided into two groups: Group I with

highly distorted particles (g " 0:4; 2:0 and n " 0:6; 1:6),
and Group II for other shapes. Curves in Group I exhibit a
wide distribution, especially for dense ellipsoids.

Specifically, it is observed that K0 of ellipsoids in Group I

is larger than that in Group II, while K0 of superballs in
Group I is significantly less than that in Group II, if given

identical MCN. It can be concluded that particles except

highly distorted ones possess a similar relationship between
K0 and MCN.

Moreover, highly distorted ellipsoids and superballs

reveal the different variations of K0 and e at fixed MCN. It
may be attributed to the contact of granular assemblies.

Deviation of aspect ratio produces prolate (e.g., g " 2:0)
and oblate (e.g., g " 0:4) shapes, while varying of block-

iness results in cube-like (e.g., n " 0:6) or octahedron-like
(e.g., n " 1:6) shapes. Zhao et al. [37] reported that it is
more likely for a prolate or oblate ellipsoid to align near the

horizontal plane. Furthermore, the corresponding contact

distribution may be preferentially non-uniform and have
difficulty for particle rearrangement to resist against the

axial load. Alternatively, we can say that this contact type

is not efficient for stress transmission. Thus, a higher MCN
is needed for prolate/oblate ellipsoids to bear the external

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7 MCN as a function of K0 for a dense ellipsoids; b loose ellipsoids; c dense superballs; d loose superballs
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load. Regarding the highly distorted superballs, their shape

range is more uniform in three-dimensional space (identi-
cal major axis) and can benefit from the dominant point-to-

point contact. The particle can easily transmit the force

with uniform particle shape and does not need a higher
MCN.

Notably, Fig. 7a, b shows that a higher initial void ratio

can eliminate the shape effect on the relationship between
MCN and K0 for ellipsoids. The distance between red and

cyan lines becomes narrower as the initial void ratio
increases from Fig. 7a to Fig. 7b. By contrast, the differ-

ence of MCN-K0 curve between the sphere and highly

distorted superballs becomes more significant as the initial
void ratio increases. MCN-K0 curves of superballs

(n 2 $0:75; 1:2%) are coincident with each other but far

away from that of superballs (n " 0:6; 1:6). We may con-
clude that the relationship between MCN and K0 is more

sensitive to aspect ratio at a lower initial void ratio, but can

be affected by blockiness obviously at a higher initial void
ratio.

3.4 Relationship between K0 and anisotropy
parameters

The relationship between macroscopic properties and
microscopic anisotropy has been attracting increasing

attentions [7, 11]. With the stress-fabric-force framework

[19, 36], an analytical relationship bridging K0 and gran-
ular anisotropy is introduced in Eq. (12), where the shape-

related partition is included in addition to the contact

normal and contact force partition.

Ka
0 " 1& Ke

0 & Kfn
0 & Kft

0 & Kef
0 & Ks

0 $12a%

Ks
0 " Ked

0 & Kfd
0 & Kdn

0 & Kdt
0 $12b%

where Ka
0 is the analytical K0 derived from granular ani-

sotropy; Ks
0 denotes shape-related partition of K0, and the

other symbols are partitions of K0 defined in Eq. (9). The
contribution of each partition of K0 will be examined in the

following sections.

Figure 8 presents the evolution of measured (red solid
line) and analytical (red dash line) K0 for dense ellipsoids.

The analytical K0 is consistent with the measured one,

suggesting that the established analytical solution to K0 in
Eq. (12) can be employed to investigate the origin of K0

from a microscopic point of view.

On the whole, K0 exhibits a sharp decrease with rzz and
approaches a nearly constant value as the rzz continuously
increases from about 50 kPa (Fig. 2). The impact of contact

anisotropy on K0 may be disparate for the two loading
stages of rzz\50 kPa and rzz > 50 kPa considering the

different decline of K0. Furthermore, the variation of each
K0 partition is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for dense ellipsoids

and dense superballs, respectively. It can be found that the

decrease in normal contact force partition (Kfn
0 ) is the most

significant one among all the K0 partitions. Meanwhile, Kfn
0

plays the most vital part in K0 for all specimens, specifying

that K0 is mainly influenced by the Kfn
0 . This result is

consistent with that of Gu et al. [7], which revealed that the

variation of K0 chiefly results from the distinction of nor-
mal contact force anisotropy. However, this study carries

with more findings as that tangential contact force partition

(Kft
0 ) can exert an equivalent effect on K0 as K

fn
0 for highly

distorted ellipsoids such as g " 0:4; 2:0 (see Fig. 8a, f).

This result reveals the different influence of shape distor-

tion on the K0 (in detailed, on Kfn
0 and Kft

0 ). Deviation of

aspect ratio from unity leads to the increasing ratio of Kfn
0

and Kft
0 . Nevertheless, this ratio is hardly affected by the

deviation of blockiness as it can be observed that the

dominating role of Kfn
0 in K0 is independent of the variation

of blockiness. For this reason, we focus on not only the

influence of single varying shape descriptors (g=n) on K0

partitions but the different impact between the two shape

descriptors.

Considering the marked difference in downtrend of K0

against the vertical stress, we take the state rzz " 50 kPa as

the initial state and rzz " 4300 kPa as the final state for a

further investigation of shape effect on K0 partitions. Fig-
ure 10a shows the K0 against aspect ratio for dense ellip-

soids as an ‘M’-shape at the initial state, but ‘W’-shape at

the final state. Such a significant contrast on K0 curve
between different loading stages can be attributed to the

combined effect of Kfn
0 and Kft

0 on K0. With g deviating

from unity, the shape distortion caused by aspect ratio

brings about the contrary effect as increasing Kfn
0 and

decreasing Kft
0 . Since the increase in Kfn

0 outpaces the

decrease in Kft
0 , highly distorted ellipsoids can have higher

K0 than spheres at the initial state. Likewise, the deviation

of aspect ratio results in a more dramatic decreasing trend

of Kft
0 but a gentle uptrend for Kfn

0 , which explains why the

minimal K0 transients from sphere to g " 1:5 at the final

state. It demonstrates that the aspect ratio can have a more

remarkable impact on Kfn
0 at the initial state but Kft

0 at the

final state. Compared to ellipsoids, superballs display a
different mechanism as to how shape descriptors affect K0.

As shown in Fig. 10c, relationships between contact force

partitions (Kfn
0 , K

ft
0 ) and blockiness show ‘V’-shape and

approximate ‘M’-shape, respectively. The deviation of

blockiness from unity leads to the upside-down of Kfn
0 and

continuous increase in Kft
0 . As the rzz increasing, relation-

ship between Kfn
0 or Kft

0 and blockiness changes from ‘M’-

shape or ‘V’-shape to monotonic one. With blockiness
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increasing from 0.6 to 1.6, Kfn
0 and Kft

0 present uptrend and

downtrend, respectively. Furthermore, it can be found that

the blockiness effect on the contact force partition is
indistinct compared to the aspect ratio effect. In summary,

Fig. 10 illustrates that stress level changes the sensitive

contact force partition of aspect ratio from Kfn
0 to Kft

0 and

weakens the effect that blockiness exerts on both Kfn
0 and

Kft
0 .

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 8 Variation of K0 and its partitions for dense ellipsoids
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The influence of contact normal and shape-related par-

titions on K0 cannot be neglected, even though contact
force partitions play an important part in the K0 as noted. It

can be found that both Ke
0 and Ks

0 can fluctuate greatly for

highly distorted ellipsoids (g " 2:0) and superballs

(n " 0:6) in Fig. 10a, c. However, the fluctuation of Ke
0 and

Ks
0 can diminish as the rzz increases. One possible reason is

that the specimen’s fabric structure can suffer from a dra-
matic reconfiguration during the initial loading stage. The

reconfiguration of fabric structure can be accompanied by a

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 9 Variation of K0 and its partitions for dense superballs
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more obvious variation of particle position and orientation.

It implies that particle shape can make a difference in the
initial loading stage. Nevertheless, the assembly can pos-

sess a denser fabric structure at the final state, which may

prevent the particle orientation or contact normal. This may
explain that the curves of Ke

0 and Ks
0 at the end of the

loading (Fig. 10b, d) are prone to show a smaller range than

that at the beginning (Fig. 10a, c). Another point is that
aspect ratio and blockiness can exert an opposite impact on

Ke
0 and Ks

0 between highly distorted particles. Deviation of

shape descriptor from unity leads to the increasing Ke
0 but

decreasing Ks
0 for ellipsoids, but downtrend of Ke

0 and

uptrend of Ks
0 for superballs. In summary, our results

suggest that aspect ratio and blockiness have an inverse
impact on the variation of particle shape partitions. Nev-

ertheless, this influence at the final state can be inappre-

ciable compared to that at the initial state.
Figure 11b shows the evolution of K0 partitions for loose

specimens. The shape of K0-g=n curves holds inverted ‘V’-
shape for all the loose specimens. One distinct difference

between loose and dense specimens is that curves of K0 and

shape descriptors of loose specimens can keep their trends

from the initial state to the final state. The reason for this

can be attributed to the Kft
0 . It can be found that increasing

rzz brings up a significant change of the relationship

between Kft
0 and shape descriptors for dense specimens. For

example, the shape effect of ellipsoids on Kft
0 can transient

from a truncated triangle to an obvious inverted ‘V’-shape
as the rzz increases. The same things go for dense super-

balls as the influence of blockiness on Kft
0 is diminished

(from ‘V’-shape to a flatter one) as the rzz increases. Such a
difference between loose and dense specimens reveals that

the influence of particle shape on K0 can differ in tangential

contact force anisotropy with the varying void ratios.
This section concludes that K0 is principally influenced

by its contact force partitions. The aspect ratio can have a

closer relationship with Kfn
0 at lower vertical stress and has

ties with Kft
0 at higher stress level. Nevertheless, increasing

vertical stress weakens the blockiness effect on both Kfn
0

and Kft
0 for dense superballs. As for shape-related parti-

tions, aspect ratio and blockiness exert an inverse impact

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10 Shape effect on K0 partitions for dense specimens a initial ellipsoids; b final ellipsoids; c initial superballs; d final superballs
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on the shape-related partitions. However, both effects can

be weakened as rzz increases. Furthermore, different par-

ticle shape effect on K0 against the void ratios can be
attributed to the stress-independent relationship between

Kft
0 and shape descriptors that occur only in the loose

specimens.

3.5 Influence of contact force on K0

Lopera Perez et al. [17] investigated the relationship
between K0 and anisotropy quantified by orientations and

magnitudes of normal contact force and concluded that the

relationship between K0 and normal contact force aniso-
tropy is independent of stress and strain level. Hence, it is

of interest to check whether such a conclusion still holds

for non-spherical particles in this section.

Contact force anisotropy (an) is defined as an "
""""""""""""""""""""""""
$3=2%Gfn

ij G
fn
ij

q
(where Gfn

ij denotes the anisotropy tensor of

normal contact force). Evolution of an against vertical

stress is similar to that of K0; that is, they both approach a

stable value when vertical stress is large enough (Fig. 12).

Fitting curves depict the particle shape effect on the rela-

tionship between an and rzz. When aspect ratio deviates

from unity, curves of an ( rzz move downward. Never-
theless, these curves move upward as the deviation of

blockiness. It suggests that the sphere has the highest an
among ellipsoids, but the lowest an among superballs.
Furthermore, it is observed that curves of an ( rzz for

ellipsoids are sparsely distributed, which implies that the

relationship between an ( rzz has a stronger relation with
aspect ratio than blockiness.

Relationship between stable values of an and K0 is also

influenced by particle shape (Fig. 13). Specifically, K0 is
related to an linearly and negatively for both ellipsoids and

superballs. Nonetheless, the variation of aspect ratio affects

the relationship between K0 and an more. As aspect ratio
deviates from unity, curves of K0 and an move to the left,

while curves for superballs coincide with each other as the

deviation of blockiness. It can be put down to the close
relationship between aspect ratio and normal contact force

component of K0 (Kfn
0 ). As mentioned in Sect. 3.4, the

variation of aspect ratio can lead to a significant change in

the K0 partition of normal contact force.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11 Shape effect on K0 partitions for loose specimens a initial ellipsoids; b final ellipsoids; c initial superballs; d final superballs
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K0 reflects the stress transmission of granular assembly
in terms of the contact force [6, 27], i.e., K0 signifies the

ratio of horizontal and vertical component of contact force

vector in a microscopic view. The contact force angle (hk)
is introduced to evaluate the contribution of the contact

force vector to K0.

hk " arctan
fy
fx

$ %
$13%

where fx and fy denote the horizontal and vertical compo-

nent of the contact force vector. K0 is negatively related to
the hk of contacts from the microscopic view. Because an

increase in hk denotes the increasing difference between fy
and fx, and K0 decreases as a result. Radjai et al. [21]

reported a bimodal characteristic of stress transmission

within a granular material in terms of strong (F= !F[ 1) and

weak contact force (F= !F 6 1) where !F is the average force

overall the contact forces in the specimen.
Contours of hk of strong and weak contact force are

displayed in Fig. 14 for sphere and highly distorted shapes.

Notably, the scope of h > 45) increases as vertical stress
increases for strong contact force but not for weak contact

force. It indicates that strong contact force is more sensitive

to vertical stress; in other words, a tighter relationship
between K0 and strong contact force appears regardless of

particle shape. Due to this, the particle shape effect on the

relationship between hk of strong contact and K0 is inves-
tigated, and results are shown in Fig. 15 with a binary

mixture of the yellow and orange region. The orange area
characterizes the contribution of strong contact force to K0,

which is obtained by OpenCV library and normalized by

the area of the whole region. Overall, it shows a negative
relationship between the area of the orange region and K0.

That is, strong contact force vector with hk > 45) weakens

K0 distinctly. However, special cases exist for g " 0:4 and
n " 0:9, where both ellipsoids (g " 0:4) and superballs

(n " 0:9) possess a higher area but higher K0 than spheres.

These special cases may reveal that K0 is influenced by
contact force but not predetermined. The shape-related

partition can have a certain impact of K0 despite the

dominating influence of normal contact force on K0.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 Anisotropy parameter an of normal contact force as a function
of vertical stress for a ellipsoids; b superballs

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 Relationship between K0 and an for a ellipsoids; b superballs
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4 Conclusion

An analytical relationship between K0 and anisotropy of

microscopic fabric measures is established with the stress-

force-fabric framework and is further verified with a series
of DEM simulated oedometer tests. The emphasis of the

study is placed on the effect of particle shape, where two

representative shapes, i.e., ellipsoid and superball, are
employed to model particles with different aspect ratios

and asphericities, respectively. We examine the effect of

particle shape on bridging K0 and the microscopic fabric
measures. Some interesting findings are summarized

below.

1. K0 decreases and approaches a relatively stable value

as vertical stress increases. However, stress state can

only influence the relationship between K0 and shape
descriptors of dense specimens obviously but not loose

specimens. As for the K0 at the final state specifically,

the relationship of stable K0-aspect ratio shows a weak
‘W’-shape for both dense and loose ellipsoids, and the

relationship between stable K0 and blockiness shows

nearly ‘M’-form for both dense and loose superballs.

2. Mobilized friction as a key influencing factor of K0 is

investigated in terms of normalized mobilized friction
angle (Umob; norm) and proportion of fully mobilized

contact (Umob; c). The variation of Umob; norm reflects that

contribution of the inter-locking effect to mobilized
friction angle is more evident for dense specimens at

the end of the loading stage. Moreover, Umob; c is more

likely to be influenced by aspect ratio than blockiness

irrespective of the void ratio.
3. Shape descriptors have a more decisive influence on

the relationship between e and rzz for loose specimens

than dense specimens. Especially, loose specimens can
experience a sharp decrease in void ratio at the

beginning of loading due to the swept-out effect of

unstable fabric state, which is positively related to the
initial mobilized friction angle of the specimen.

4. Highly distorted ellipsoids hold a higher void ratio and

higher K0 than sphere at fixed MCN, which is contrary
to highly distorted superballs. In particular, particles

except the highly distorted ones possess a similar

relationship between MCN and K0, more obviously for
loose specimens.

(a) (c) (d)(b)

Fig. 14 Evolution of orientation of normal contact force for S1 sphere, S2 ellipsoid and S3 superball at initial state (a, c) and final state (b, d)
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5. Analytical relationship between K0 and fabric of

granular material established in this paper is verified
by DEM results, indicating the most crucial role that

partition of normal contact force plays in K0. From the

microscopic perspective, the proportion of contact
force partitions of K0 can be affected by aspect ratio

but not blockiness. Moreover, shape-related K0 parti-

tions can be determined by aspect ratio and blockiness
inversely.

Appendix A: Tensors of stress-force-fabric
relationship

By analogy to formula of stress tensor [15, 19], integral

form of Eq. (4) can be determined as:

rij "
Nc

V

Z

n
E$n%!fi$n% !dj$n% dn $A:1%

where Nc is the total contact number, E$n% is the proba-

bility distribution function (PDF) of contact normal, !fi$n%
and !dj$n% are directional distribution function of contact

force vector and branch vector.

The second-order approximation of E$n% takes the

expansion form [13]:

E$n% " 1

4p
*1& Gu

ijninj+ $A:2%

Second-order tensor Gu
ij is determined as:

Gu
ij "

15

2
U0

ij
$A:3%

where U0
ij is the deviatoric part of Uij and can be found as

Uij # dijUkk=3 (in which dij is the Kronecker delta).

Uij "
1

Nc

X

c2V
ninj $A:4%

The second-order approximation of !fn$n% or !dn$n% can be

rewritten as:

!fn$n% " !f0*1& Gfn
ij ninj+n $A:5a%

!dn$n% " !d0*1& Gdn
ij ninj+n $A:5b%

And second-order approximation of !f ti $n% or !dtj$n% are:
!ft;i$n% " !f0*Gft

iknk # $Gft
klnknl%ni+ $A:6a%

!dt;j$n% " !d0*Gdt
jknk # $Gdt

klnknl%nj+ $A:6b%

Anisotropic fabric tensors of normal and tangential

contact force (Gfn
ij and Gft

ij) or branch vectors (Gdn
ij and Gdt

ij )

are determined by:

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15 Contour at final state of hk for a ellipsoids; b superballs
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Gfn
ij "

15

2

K
0fn
ij

!f0
Gft

ij "
15

3

K
0ft
ij

!f0
!f0 " Kfn

ii
$A:7a%

Gdn
ij " 15

2

K
0dn
ij

!d0
Gdt

ij "
15

3

K
0dt
ij

!d0
!d0 " Kdn

ii
$A:7b%

Corresponding tensor K,
ij (superscript * stands for fn or

dn) are given by:

Kfn
ij "

1

Nc

X

c2V

!fn;inj
1& Gu

klnknl
$A:8a%

Kft
ij "

1

Nc

X

c2V

!ft;inj
1& Gu

klnknl
$A:8b%

Kdn
ij " 1

Nc

X

c2V

!dn;inj
1& Gu

klnknl
$A:8c%

Kdt
ij " 1

Nc

X

c2V

!dt;inj
1& Gu

klnknl
$A:8d%

Substitutes Eq. (A.2), Eq. (A.5) and Eq. (A.6) into

Eq. (A.1) leads to:

rij "
Nc

!f0 !d0
4pV

Z

n
$1& Gu

ijninj%

' $ni & Gft
iknk & $Gfn

kl # Gft
kl%nknlni%

' $nj & Gdt
jknk & $Gdn

kl # Gdt
kl%nknlnj% d$n%

$A:9%

We decompose stress tensor as a sum of isotropic term and
anisotropic term, Eq. (A.9) is rewritten as:

rij "
Nc

!f0 !d0
4pV

Z

n
$EI

ij & EA
ij%$f

I
i & f Ai %$d

I
j & dAj % d$n%

$A:10%

Isotropic and anisotropic terms are given:

EI
ij " 1 EA

ij " Gu
ijninj $A:11a%

f Ii " ni f Ai " Gft
iknk & $Gfn

kl # Gft
kl%nknlni $A:11b%

dIj " nj dAj " Gdt
jknk & $Gdn

kl # Gdt
kl%nknlnj $A:11c%

Appendix B: Decomposition of stress tensor

Finally, partitions of stress tensor can be determined as:

rij " C$r0ij & ruij & rfij & rdij & rudij & rufij & rdfij & rudfij %
$B:1%

where

C " Nc
!f0 !d0

4pV
$B:2a%

r0ij "
Z

n
ninj dn $B:2b%

ruij "
Z

n
EA
ijninj dn $B:2c%

rfij "
Z

n
f Ai nj dn $B:2d%

rdij "
Z

n
nid

A
j dn $B:2e%

rudij "
Z

n
EA
ijnid

A
j dn $B:2f%

rufij "
Z

n
EA
ij f

A
i nj dn $B:2g%

rdfij "
Z

n
f Ai d

A
j dn $B:2h%

rudfij "
Z

n
EA
ij f

A
i d

A
j dn $B:2i%

Substitutes Eq. (A.11), Eq. (B.2) into Eq. (B.1) we link

up the rij and G$,%
ij tensors (superscript * stands for u, fn, ft,

dn and dt).
Isotropic and anisotropic terms are individual now, and

stress tensors is derived by these two terms (third-order

terms are neglected):

r0ij " C dij $B:3a%

ruij " C
2

5
Gu

ij $B:3b%

rfij " C
2

5
Gfn

ij &
3

5
Gft

ij

$ %
$B:3c%

rdij " C
2

5
Gdn

ij & 3

5
Gdt

ij

$ %
$B:3d%

rudij " C
2

5
Gu

ikG
dt
jk &

4

35
Gu

ikG
D
jk

$

& 4

35
GD

ikG
u
jk &

2

35
Gu

klG
D
kldij

% $B:3e%

GD
ij " Gdn

ij # Gdt
ij $B:3f%

rufij " C
2

5
Gu

ikG
ft
jk &

4

35
Gu

ikG
F
jk

$

& 4

35
GF

ikG
u
jk &

2

35
Gu

klG
F
kldij

% $B:3g%

GF
ij " Gfn

ij # Gft
ij $B:3h%

rdfij " C $Gdt
jkG

ft
ik &

2

5
GD

jkG
ft
ik &

2

5
Gdt

jkG
F
ik

& 4

35
GD

ikG
F
jk &

4

35
GF

ikG
D
jk &

2

35
GD

klG
F
kldij%

$B:3i%
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